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The
operational
image:
Taking into account something of its history, ontology, epistemology and semiological characteristics, this
presentation aims to give an account of the seductive power of the digital photographic image. I shall
claim that it is the novelty of its operational status, as something that can be swiped, clicked or otherwise
become a kind of object of gestural touch, that requires that we rethink the history and future of the
photographic and its communicational uses. Thomas Demand’s Control Room of 2011, a reconstruction
from photographic sources of an abandoned room at the Fukushima Nuclear Plant, invites us to recall not
just that terrifying disaster, but expectations of reaching out for the purposes of operational manipulation.

The Operational and the Gargantuan Digital Photographic:
some ontological, epistemological and other arguments
 A current call for papers for a conference about the
‘exponential growth’ to around a trillion per year in
networked photographs claims that ‘The photographic
 If the digital photograph is not ontologically
gesture seems to be no longer one of pressing the shutter
unique as a photograph in being something
but rather the instantaneous uploading, searching,
that can be edited or ’manipulated’, as the
tagging, sharing, networking and filtering of masses of
phrase now has it—photographic images have
images. At the same time, the images don’t seem to
always been alterable in this way; or even in
represent or mediate anymore but rather operate, track,
being something that can be transmitted
activate, oversee, control, detect and identify.’
across political, social and cultural boundaries,
(Photography off the Scale, FAMU, Prague, 9th-10th
then does it differ essentially from the
November 2018.)
analogue, chemical image?
 Here it is the images that ‘operate’, but I think the series of
 The fact that we can manipulate a version of it
activities ascribed to them gives it away that such
on screen or upload such a version to be
effectivities are sometimes more because of their existence
viewed at a web address or downloaded from
as nodal links and sometimes more because of their
one can encourage us to acknowledge that
existence as representations.
what we know of the digital photographic
image is that, while it can appear to be like an  ‘Operational’ is perhaps grammatically between the
passive and the active, and seeks to conceptualise or
analogue photo, it is also something stored-up,
point towards a flexible axiomatics of what ’users’ of
out-of-sight, somewhere else.
images of all sorts are drawn into in becoming such users.

The wildlife selfie and
‘operational desire’
My argument tends to suggest, then, that the uploading of some
memorable shot is a desire to which other forms of operational
activity, including touch, become dogmatically subordinated.
The case of a franciscana dolphin, the dead body of which was
left on the beach near Buenos Aires after being passed from
hand to hand in 2016, was sadly not the last in the area.
The business of desire to have so-called selfies taken with wild
animals has become the object of campaigns for control or
regulation, in particular where it involves rare animals or those
who are typically not found close to human habitats.
Businesses finding rare species, such as sloths, caiman and
anacondas, have been identified that maltreat these animals to
make them available for tourist photography.
Is this what Walter Benjamin meant by the camera serving a
desire to bring things closer, overcoming distance or separation?
Is this the overcoming of the uniqueness of auratic distance?

Dramatising the Intimacies of the Haptic Digital
I will try to show that photographic images, both analogue and
digital, also augment aura, and that we will need to take this into
account as part of our work in visual studies.
But I want to indicate that the issues of digital haptics have been
important in different ways in digital art.

Stelarc’s work has been criticised for its ‘Brave New World’
tendencies, with its prosthetic mechanical and electronic arm and,
more recently for the surgical implantation of a third ear in his left
arm designed to transmit as well as receive sound. His claims that, in
technological culture, ‘the body is obsolete’, and that we should
seek to expand the ‘inner landscape’ of its interface with machines,
have been read—for instance, by Mark Dery—as reiterating a
defensive, masculinist rejection of the flesh that sustains an
idealisation of what he also still terms the ‘architecture’ of the body.
I have seen an earlier version of this performance Parasite: Event for
Invaded and Involuntary Body (1997 Ars Electronica Festiva) at the
ICA in London in 1996, in which the activity on a series of websites
hosted at various locations across the globe was transmitted to a
headset but also to his body as electrical current through a series of
electrodes—which he could, as he explained beforehand, switch
off. I remember being fascinated by the movements of his body,
wondering not only whether the risks he claimed to be taking were
real, but also whether the gestures of another were being made
available to us.

ÅYR collective [formerly known as Airbnb Pavilion],
Comfort Zone, Frieze art fair, London, 2015
Voluntarily masochistic, but perhaps also involuntarily moving,
Stelarc claimed his performance put the physical activity of
internet users on show, using his body as a medium of
exhibition of the clicks at busy internet sites.
Perhaps the antitype of Stelarc’s performance would be the
recent Comfort Zone by the ÅYR collective: soliciting
participation rather than spectatorship, the interconnecting
series of room-like spaces at a turn in a busy art fair, invite
time-out in a ‘smart house’-like space, with a liberal sprinkling
of charging points to re-enable swiping. Data from the
internet is fed to a series of surface, including lightbulbs-asscreens, and other charming games of surface.

Exceptional as this technology may be, don’t the participants
in these scenes becomes the key stake of the work? What is
the meaning of their performance of spectatorship? Should
we say, in the light of the dramas of mobility today, or just in
respect of the temporariness of all things, that today’s user of
mobile devices is not simply at home even—or especially— in
home-like spaces? Even displaced like Cypriot-Australian
Stelarc?

Considerations from the history of
real-time interactivity: screen,
frame, gesture
 If, in the history of discourse, early usage of the phrase ‘real-time’
takes us back to imagined scenarios of successful defensive
response to attack by nuclear missiles, with secure, encrypted,
digitised communication an associated technical goal in case of
the failure of such defensive shielding, then we might want to say
that interactive participation in such real-time responsiveness and
communication is even more important than historian of digital
culture, Manuel de Landa, suggests.

 Despite this medium-related
idealisation, De Landa’s account of
putting ‘the power of computing in
people’s hands’ is useful here,
 De Landa’s history tells of the way in which the potential of
reminding us of the recurrence of
interactive computing was removed from the control of the
portrait screen as a sort of mirroring
military by those leaving work fo rthe US military on secure network
space of communication between
DARPANET, and going on to develop perhaps the first personal
humans.
computer with copy company Xerox, the Alto (1973).
 The Alto ran chat programmes and an
 Even his history is something of an idealisation, with dystopic
early version of email.
accompaniment, though, when he claims that the ‘computer
interface had to become a surface of contact between people,  More window than desktop, the portrait
format screen still does not contain
the first step toward a collective form of thought’.
gesture: note the documents pinned to
the wall to the left.

Touch and the digital image
 The figure of hands and our tactile involvement in computing
is more important even than this.

 The contributor to reddit.com who added this dinosaur-like
creature and sign to Andreas Gursky’s well-known
photographic print also added a comment on the social
media website in 2012: ‘the most expensive photo ever sold. I
think it is dull and could use touching up.’ An authorised print
of this work sold in 2011 at Christie’s New York for 4.38 million
U.S. dollars and it remains the most expensive photographic
work sold publicly.
 Perhaps the contributor is also right in some way about
Gursky’s photo. ‘Touching up’ implies repairing something
which has been damaged so that it doesn’t show. It also has
something of a sexual tone, suggestive of an inappropriate
desire for tactile involvement.

 If camera-images solicit but frustrate a sense of touch, a
realism that echoes a sense of reality as promixate and
tangible, then digital camera-images may be said to solicit
but enable such manipulation, but also—for better or for
worse—encourage its imagining.
 Andreas Gursky, Rhein II, 1999 with ‘touched up’ version
from ‘Photoshopbattles’ @ www.reddit.com

Frameworks and goals of
photographic manipulation
 Given the phrasing, the contributor to reddit.com might well have
shared in the cultural intertext that encourages me to recall not just
Spielberg’s 1993 film Jurassic Park—the use of edge-degrading
algorithms in which Lev Manovich drew attention to in his influential
book of 2001 The Language of New Media—but also the so-called
‘Surgeon’s Photograph’ of 1934.
 In 1975, it was revealed that the photo of the monster was a hoax.
The claim published in the Daily Mail on 21st April 1934 that it had
been taken by Dr Colonel Wilson had taken this photo on 13th April
1934 was false. This ‘respectable’ doctor had fronted his friend
Wetherell’s deception. Wetherell had claimed, it was explained, to
have seen footprints of the legendary monster around the lake in
Scotland.
 Stewart Campbell analysed the full photo, rather than just the detail
sent to the newspaper, in the British Journal of Photography in 1984.
He concluded that the object in the water could only have been
two or three feet long because of the size of the waves, and that it
was probably an otter or a marine bird. He did not say that the
‘animal’ might not be one—it was a constructed object. Taking
signified effects for an imagined referent is not exclusive to edited
photos after digital images.

 Touched up Rhein II from ‘Photoshopbattles’ @ www.reddit.com and
Marmaduke Wetherell, Photo of Loch Ness Monster [toy submarine
with sculpted head and neck attached], 1934 [uncropped version]

Reference, referring, referent…
 It is perhaps difficult to understand the motives for Wetherell’s deception. If it
was just to deceive the newspaper, why did it take until 1999 for the full story
about the construction of the model monster to be revealed?
 That same year, Cottingham produced a well-known series of 10 black and
white albumen prints from which this tondo print of a modelled, but also digitally
edited island comes. This gallery series, like his Fictitious Portraits series of 1992,
was laboriously produced using various forms of model-making. On his website,
a text claims that these prints that closely echo 19th century photographic
genres as well print techniques—they are albumen prints—and are ‘documents
of no place, of no time, and of no body’.
 Processes of signification of photographic, including digital photographic
images are complex, involving not merely an instantaneous encounter with a
punctual moment or ‘slice’ of life, but a process of referring a weave of traces
to what we know about and don’t know about. There is not one ontologically
stable reality outside of the picture frame, but processes of referring to and from
inside, from and to the outside, of images.
 Perhaps Wetherell really did believe he had seen footprints of the monster…
 Marmaduke Wetherell, Photo of Loch Ness Monster 1934 [cropped version] and Keith
Cottingham, Landscape (Island), from History Re-Purposed, 1999

Representations/realities
 The work of Andreas Gursky clearly enough plays on the
uncertainties of this process of referring, selecting sites that are
often, like the Rhein, objects of credit or trust in their reality
and, sometimes, like the series of islands created off the coast
of the UAE by Nakheel Properties and put up for sale in 2007,
more objects of incredulity.
 Quiet about the degree of manipulation in his early career,
Gursky later admitted that he removed figures from his 1999
image as ‘inessential’ to the meanings of the river. The
‘manicured’ grass to the side of the river is not quite the same
feat of engineering and labour as Dubai World, but they are
both manufactured realities, marked by human intentions,
machines, if not hands.

 Working in zones of paradox between representation and
reality, Gurksy’s work manages to generate uncanny aftereffects of the retouched image as dislocated indicator of
senses of reality and its manufacture.
 This question of reading the traces of touch can thus address
conceptualities of digital images as simulations—as critics of
the so-called numerical image have done since Baudrillard—
not just of analogue images, but of the realities to which they
refer us.

 Andreas Gursky, Rhein II, 1999 and Dubai World I, 2007

Imaginary futures, imaginary
pasts…
 After two early animations, the animators of South Park turned to
PowerAnimator and then to Maya digital animation software for
the long-running TV series. But they retained a sense of cutout
animation and hand puppetry effects, with limited gestures
corresponding to the styles of movement of particular characters,
stuck in a grade school time warp as they seemed.
 A few years ago it was revealed that, contrary to the impression
given about statements concerning the use of CGI and the
compositing with live action footage, although this had been
used somewhat, costumed actors had been used for most of the
scenes involving raptors in Spielberg’s Jurassic Park.

 In his influential book The Language of New Media, Lev Manovich
made much of Jurassic Park, claiming success for its compositing
of digital and analogue sequences. This success was ideological,
taking over the function of Socialist Realism to accustom its
audiences to an imaginary future unlike the present.
 But Manovich was drawn into the desire to share in the power of
CGI, which, he argued, was a ‘too perfect cyborg vision’, one
that, because it had to be ‘degraded’ to mix with live action
footage, hid the ‘future event’ that synthetic images ‘point to’.

 Scene from Trey Parker and Matt Stone,
The Spirit of Christmas, 1992, cutout
animation and Shot of Raptor Costume
and actor from Jurassic Park, 1993, dir.
Steven Spielberg

Pasts and futures in representation
 Manovich’s account of the newness of new media became
unrealiable when he counter-posed the pastness of the referent
of traditional photography with the futural character of the
referent of CGI.
 The hyper-realism of CGI was secured as a ‘realistic
representation of a cyborg vision yet to come’, a sort of utopia
of machinic vision that would affect our fictions, but which
could be controlled by being recognised as this seduction into
senses of the future.
 Gursky and the contributor to reddit.com both knew otherwise,
the present being either, for the former, more managed in its
appearances or, for the latter, more mixed in its complex of
pasts and futures.

 Importantly for my purposes, we should note that Manovich’s
account of images, events and pointing is another semiological
simplification, one that rediscovers touch, but just as pointing
outside the image.

 Andreas Gursky, Rhein II, 1999 with
‘touched up’ version from
‘Photoshopbattles’ @ www.reddit.com

Rethinking
the
indexical
 Thomas Demand’s well-known photographic prints of carefully
constructed objects and scenes can be taken to exemplify
points arising from a necessary rewriting of the notion of this
sort of pointing, Peirce’s indexical sign. Signifying by ‘existential
connection’ said Peirce, like footprints or weather-vanes,
making the sense of ‘connection’ complex. Trying to come to
terms with digital streaming, Samuel Weber has also picked out
two characteristics of the indexical that matter in
understanding photographs and Demand’s work: namely, that
it is ‘singular’ and ‘durational’.
 Thomas Demand, Lichtung/Clearing, 2003 and Copyshop,
1999, C-prints on perspex

Singular and durational

 Weber uses these predicates to try to characterise digital
streaming. There is indexical signifying when something refers
us to a singular state of something, something that could also
be otherwise and that this is something we take as such for a
while, for some duration. But photographs are not obviously
like this, however. In being iconic, standing in for something
because they share a quality or qualities with it, we are
encouraged to continue to take what they represent as
persisting across time, as it were.
 Lichtung shows us something that, if we look closely, shows up
as different from the beautiful forest scene we may have
taken it to be: the photograph refers us to something we can
be mistaken about, and Demand’s elaborate studio hoax
plays on senses of duration of natural events. Similar in kind,
Copyshop is easier to spot, the relatively fragile mock-ups of
copying machines drawing us in to a spreading sense of that
quality.
 Ritual (right; 2011), with its edited-in flames, shows us
something that, made of manufactured objects, but unlit by
human hands, is not the temporary monument to victims of
violence that we might have taken it to be. Yet it is still a sort
of homage to that sort of monument because this process of
referring is, as singular and durational, one that involves us in a
paradoxical way in a sense of photographic temporality: the
photograph as edited, activated ’monument’ continues to
signify towards a sense of a singular duration of of mourning.

Restaging haptics
 Demand’s work is powerful as it addresses that persistent,
recurrent sense that what is real is what is here and now, with
what is most convincingly here and now being that which
can be touched.
 Serving up altered versions of familiar photographic referents,
Demand’s images usually interrupt the smooth functioning of
indexical referring in favour of scenarios in which, as with
Control Room (2012; top) based on images from the
Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant after its tsunami-induced
breakdown, our desire to touch is evoked, but frustrated.
 Interestingly, this sense expands and shifts when we also take
into account possibilities of digital editing, as with the flames
in Ritual. Reaching out to alter senses of the tactile—of what
appears to be touchable and with what effects—invites us to
remember that the space of the image is not grasped
between the limits of the haptical and the optical.
 Further, whether or not Copyshop or Control Room is or is not
digitally edited, we don’t know precisely where the effects
and affects communicated by touch might lead.

Responding to Bernard Stiegler’s account of
Barthes’ notion of the photograph as punctum,
involving a ‘chain of luminances’, of being touched
by traces of light that had once touched what had
been photographed, Derrida countered that ‘The
desire to touch, the tactile effect or affect, is
violently summoned by its very frustration,
summoned to come back like a ghost, in the places
haunted by its absence.’ [Spectographies, 115]

Indexicality, modernism and the punctum
 ‘Photography’, wrote Barthes in Camera Lucida, ‘is an uncertain art,’ as
uncertain as ‘science of desirable or detestable bodies’. He only likes one
photograph by Stieglitz, The Horse Car Terminal (1892), (‘if to ecstasy’);
only a few by Mapplethorpe, despite thinking he had discovered ‘his
photographer’.
 His account of the photographic punctum, that which exceeds the period
knowledge of the studium, and which he relates to the index, can be
taken to encourage a sort of modernism of photographic art.
 Elaborating on how the punctum, that which fascinates, seems to
preoccupy, keep on coming back round for our attention, he picks out
how the ‘texture of the dirt road’ in Kertész’s famous photograph of the
violinist ‘gives him the certainty of being in Central Europe’, reminding him
of his long ago journeys in Hungary and Romania.
 Ending up with a figure of texture, the ‘power of expansion’ that Barthes
attributes to the captivating detail, the fact that the violinist is being led by
the boy, we might think that Barthes ends up with a modernism of the
power of the photograph to provide us even with a sense of the tactile
reality that underlies the visible.

Rethinking the haptical and
the optical
 The ontology of digital camera-images, stored up out of sight can remind us
of a removal of touch as guarantor of reality and proximity, even while it also
encourages us to recall how this sense of reality is often the realism that
photographic images are used to serve.
 The modernism of the haptical and the optical is often traced back to the
late 19th century writings of German sculptor Adolph von Hildebrand. Using
developmental accounts of vision which stressed the discreteness of
different planarities, Hildebrand argued that carving moved from the frieze
to the figure in the round, finding clues within the plane that corresponded
to tactile experience, which was, as the piece proceeded, or as the history
of art developed, transcended by optical realism. His carving of Amazonian
warriors from 1888 (Alte Pinakothek; above) conserves traces of this sense of
simplicity in the carving of these figures. Later linked with primitivism in art, this
simplified style becomes part of how we read the female figures and the
animals, while the generalised sense of the haptical and optical
discouraged audiences from acknowledging this sort of generation of
meaning.
 The stable differentiation of the optical and the haptical promised a control
of the near through a control of the far. Benjamin objected to RengerPatzsch’s Neue Sachlichkeit and its making beautiful of ordinary things,
perhaps also resisting a sense of the imagined control of the near.

Desire, displacement, condensation
and the image
 But we can see in Barthes’ account how this sense of control is an important part of
what he values as being undermined in certain photographic compositions,
perhaps Stieglitz and Kertész, but certainly in that Mapplethorpe that he liked.
 The punctum of this self-portrait by Mapplethorpe, for Barthes, is ‘a kind of subtle
beyond’ to which we are led by what he calls the ‘generosity’ of an openness to
the ‘kairos’ or moment of desire. Contrasting this image with pornography (and
perhaps thus with other images by Mapplethorpe), the opening onto a beyond of
desire suggests that the sense of texture—of wall and skin—and framing are not
hierarchically included within the meanings of the image, as in formalism, but ways
of extending the imagining of the effects and meanings of what is shown.

 Displacements across the image and our framings of it, rather than condensation,
as Freud’s put it in his account of the dream-work. Perhaps I can use Brazilian artist
Vik Muniz’s Freud from his Pictures in Chocolate series in contrast here, with the very
centred figure of Freud suggesting more a work on the operation of condensation,
generating imaginary objects of desire—perhaps especially through the analyst—
which the image displaces by representing them in the banally desirable sauce.

Reviewing the history of digital images
 Nancy Burson has worked with programmers developing computer
programmes to process images from the 1970s on.
 In the late 70s, she was commissioned by the FBI to help develop a programme
to sow how missing people might have aged, and who might thereby be
traced. The programme was sometimes successful. Without just admitting that
Manovich was right, we can say she got ’inside’ the indexical effect of the
photograph and altered its temporal, durational character.
 She is perhaps most renowned for this Time magazine cover from Fall 1993,
which became the object of criticism for its racial bias.
 Her artistic work, for a decade and more, had itself tended to use the edited,
manipulated photographic image to question the neutrality of its uses. Her 1982
piece Warhead I had the elaborate sub-title: (55% Reagan, 45% Brezhnev, less
than 1% each of Thatcher, Mitterand, and Deng).

 Her editing thus seems to play on this sense of duration—to what extent the
future will continue to look like the present—but also to the sense of Derrida’s
that the photograph is a space where the intangible look of the other is
summoned into view.

Spectral Effects
 Burson moved away from digital images for a while,
though she still used camera-images. Using a gas
discharge visualization camera, she generated a
series of images using techniques that are thought be
some to record essentials of energy fields, or similar.
Her title, however, skirts the obvious solution to the
question of the indexical, instead indicating the
alteration between states. purported to be recordings
of a range of emotional states.
 She also returned to issues of data visualisation,
gender norms and their alteration. Her Mankind /
Womankind piece returns more clearly to the sense of
the spectral, finitely-infinite ghostliness of the look of
the other, summoning its viewers to an unknown
future that—if it does not ‘belong to ghosts’ as Derrida Nancy Burson, The Difference Between Love and
once said—cannot exclude the haunting
Anger, 2000 Gas Discharge Visualization Camera
uncanniness of other realities.
Images and Mankind / Womankind, 2003-5

Digital Culture as Isolation
 Dystopia by Aziz and Cucher (one from the US, the other from
Venezuela) is usually read to imply a criticism of communication in
digital culture: the apertures of the face are closed off with skin.
 On my account these digital images provoke recollection of the
haunting look of the other, through its cancellation, but also
distract from it, as if the problem with digital culture were that we
are on our own, with all our senses substituted for, leaving us
separated from each other by modes of personalised technology.
 Mixing architecture with skin and, sometimes, fleshy forms as in the
later Interiors series suggests further terms of criticism, of making
spaces that would only work if their surfaces were like our bodies—
skin-like and soft—and available to an imagined sense of touch.
Corridor-like spaces tend to confirm, however, that touch reaches
out via its digital prostheses only to fail to register ontic existence
(something exists), qualities (soft, hard, rough) or, perhaps, that selfreflexivity of Merleau-Ponty’s ‘I am touching’, identified by him as
an originary beginning of thinking.

Aziz and Cucher, Dystopia, Ansel
Adams Center, San Francisco, 1994-5
and Interior no. 5, 1999-2000

Dystopias of the withdrawal of tangible
reality
 In their more recent video installation work, Aziz and Cucher to be
responding to the importance of the displacement,
deterritorialisation and reterritorialisation of touch in digital images
and culture/s without quite managing to enable us to
acknowledge it.
 Here are some stills from two multichannel projection pieces that
formed part of their 2012 installation at the Indianapolis Museum
of Art called Some People.
 Against a desert-like landscape ‘under the sun’, figures lean back,
almost falling over, as if blinded by the sun. The withdrawal of
sensory experience is staged by the desert, with the same
tendency to a sense of isolation as we found in the earlier work.
 There is a sort of blinding in touch—obscuring what is touched—
here displaced into an Icarus-like failure to be able to grasp the
sun. Model high-rise buildings disintegrating into ‘dust’ offer a
becoming-tactile of the monument of power, as if to supply the
lack of contact performed in the other video piece.

 Aziz and Cucher, In Some Country Under
the Sun and Some Clouds and Time of the
Empress from Some People, 2012 8 channel
HD video projection and 3 channel HD video
animation projection

Iconic and indexical traces of
corporeality
 I have spent some time exploring a case of online alteration of a wellknown piece of gallery photographic art.
 I would like to move to a conclusion today with a couple of cases of
what might perhaps seem like similar kinds of transgressions of the
withholding of tactile experience in the camera-image.
 Two images from U.S. artist Dyan Marie’s mid-1990s series Learning to
Count suggest a sort of early or naïve encounter with digital
manipulation. The title can be read in this way, as can some aspects of
the images that exemplify the sequence of cardinal numbers: the one
aperture of the mouth; the three swirling figures in the palm of the hand.
 It is as if there is a similar counter-posing of realities of the body to those of
Aziz and Cucher. Yet the variety of printing techniques also recalls
corporeal involvement: its traces non-iconic as well as iconic; indexicality
shifting across both.
 Dyan Marie, 1 One and 3 Whirlwind from Learning to Count, inkjet prints
and c-print respectively, 1996

Operational haptics and
corporeal experience
 Finally, to try to cover as many aspects of the power of digital
media to evoke haptic effects along with other modes of sensory
experience, I would like to recommend the interactive viewing
and listening experience offered by Irish artist Dorothy Cross’ web
project for the Dia Foundation.
 Cross takes her text from a 1930s book about the botanical life of
the West of Ireland, where she lives. Read by a young girl, also
appearing in the tondo-shaped video clips, the piece invites us—
by means of the photographic image, if also the voice-over
remarking carefully, but perhaps not full aware of, the attractive
dangers of this poisonous flower—to reach out to click.

 The piece responds by shifting from still to moving image, and
then from naturalistic colour to a saturated blue, telling us that this
sort of blue vision is one of the effects of consuming too much
digitalis.
 The young girl and the images reintroduce danger, but also local
knowledge and history to a landscape often taken for
picturesque. Operational haptics no longer links simply to another
site and sight, but recalls the drug turning vision blue. We can
restart our viewing, but are reminded of the singularities and
duration of the images’ referents, the flower and where it is found.

 Dorothy Cross, Foxglove: digitalis
purpurea, 2006
http://awp.diaart.org/cross/foxglove.ht
ml

